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ABSTRACT
There has been an increased interest in HCI research regarding the
possibilities of interactive technology applied to the field of dance
performance, particularly contemporary dance. This has produced
numerous strategies to capture data from the moving bodies of the
dancers and to map that data into different types of display
formats. In this paper, we look at the role of interactive
technology in dance performance from a broader perspective,
aiming at understanding the needs of dancers and their relation
with the audience. To this end, we ran a focus group with ten
dancers with expertise in technology. We analysed the focus
group using thematic analysis. We discuss the implications for
design of our results by framing the role of technology in dance
performance, proposing design guidelines related to the
communication to the audience, use of technology, and mapping.
Moreover, we propose different levels of ambiguity and
appropriation related to the creators of the performance and the
audience.

CCS CONCEPTS
• Applied computing ! Performing arts; • Human-centered
computing ! User studies; Interaction design theory, concepts
and paradigms.
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1 INTRODUCTION
In the last decades, interactive digital artefacts have become
ubiquitous, and their applications have gradually evolved from
workplace to everyday lives and culture. This tendency has been
identified as third-wave HCI [7]. With this tendency, user
experience has become central in HCI discourse [37]. It has also
emerged that users tend to appropriate digital artefacts in different
ways [19]. Consequently, the use and meaning of artefacts might
become ambiguous, and potentially open to many interpretations
[22]. In general, understanding the needs of the user has become a
fundamental design activity [4], and users started to be involved
in the design process.
Among the variety of contexts touched by the spread of
application areas in HCI, dance performance has gained increased
attention, (e.g. [11], [21], and for contemporary dance see [18]).
From a computing perspective, interactive technology for dance
performance can be viewed as a system including inputs (e.g.
sensor technology [21]) and outputs (e.g. display strategies [23]).
Related studies have analysed dance performance from a
segmented perspective, mainly focusing on movement
characteristics or display approaches.
Contemporary dance performance represents a complex
scenario of use of interactive technology. To begin with, it is
composed by two main activities: the preparation of the
performance, and the performance itself; the preparation of
performance is itself a development process where
“choreographic material” is generated [24]. Moreover, different
categories of users (dance artists: choreographers and dancers) are
involved in contemporary dance performance. As depicted in the
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framework proposed by Butterworth these two main categories
might play different roles [10]. Therefore, we argue that designing
interactive system for dance performance requires a multifaceted
approach from HCI, which takes into account the different roles
of the technology in creating meaning in the overall dance
performance, and the different needs of users.
In this article, we address these aspects by using early-stage
co-design activity. Namely, this paper presents a focus group with
ten dancers and proposes design guidelines based on the analysis
of the respective results. The main objective of the focus group
was to inquiring dance artists (dancers - choreographers) about a
general research question: What is the role of digital systems in
dance performance, in particular, interactive technology and
visualization?
A secondary objective of the workshop is to understand how
that role influences the dancers’ communication with the
audience. By this, we mean the communication from the
performers to the audience, and the audience’s understanding of
that communication. Audience participation (communication from
the audience to the performers) is out of scope for this study; it is
in itself a vast topic that merits separate research.
Methodologically, a novelty of this study is the involvement of
users in the very initial phase of the design, inquiring possible
users about the role of interactive technology in dance
performance.
The rest of the paper is organized as follows: section 2
presents related works in the field of interactive technology for
dance performance and on third-wave HCI; section 3 describes
the focus group and section 4 the results; section 5 presents design
guidelines based on the results, section 6 discusses the design
implications of our findings; finally, section 7 concludes by
pointing out future steps in the project and future works in
general.

technologies in workshop and rehearsal situations [16], and in
public performances and installations [26].
Different types of inputs can be used to obtain the respective
dance data sets. One possible categorisation of such technology is
proposed by Alaoui and colleagues [21], who distinguish among
(i) positional data which are retrieved by employing motion
capture systems; (ii) movement dynamics (such as
acceleration/deceleration), which are recorded by means of
inertial sensors; and (iii) physiological information, which can be
obtained from biosignal sensor technologies.
Motion and physiological data collected through input
technologies has mostly been used to obtain insights from the
dancer’s body, resulting in sonification [3], visualisation [23],
and/or interaction with any other choreographic elements (e.g.
scenic design [35], light design [8], costumes [6]). Technological
artefacts, which provide the tools for such interactions, have used
different mapping strategies spanning from direct mapping [36]
approaches to agent-based methods [20]. Visualization strategies
include visualization of moving data [5], and visualization of
movement qualities [21], or more complex visualization of
features extracted using different layers of analysis [11] and
practitioners/artists using data art and digital performance (e.g.
Choreographic Coding Labs/Motionbank 2 ). To conclude, prerecorded data has been used to generate graphics synchronised
with animated skeletal representations of the movements using
machine learning strategies [33].
In some cases, these studies produced design suggestions or
guidelines [36] and framework [11]. However, they tended to
tackle specific aspects of movement or specific choreographies.
With this paper we extend these works proposing high-level
design guidelines for interactive technology for dance
performances, addressing both input and output technology, as
well as the needs of the main users (dance artists) and context of
use (dance performance).

2 LITERATURE REVIEW

2.2 Designing Digital Artefacts in Third-Wave HCI

The literature review covers two main areas. Interactive
Technology in Dance Performance discusses how digital
technologies have been used as input and output in dance
performances. Designing Digital Artifacts in Third-Wave HCI
presents relevant concepts in HCI and related methodologies.

2.2.1 Appropriation and Ambiguity. Within the context of thirdwave HCI, where our study is situated, researchers started to
investigate the creative uses of interactive digital artefacts [7]. In
this perspective, artefacts can be used (appropriated) in ways that
the designer did not expect [19] and the technology can assume
multiple or adaptive meanings. Users appropriate the technology
by imposing their own meaning. Dix defined appropriation as
“improvisations and adaptations around technology” [17].
Aligned with this idea, Dourish proposed that to foster
appropriation, design should aim to support multiple perspectives
on information [19]. These multiple perspectives reflect the idea
of ambiguity. Ambiguity was studied from a design perspective
by Gaver, who proposed three different categories: ambiguity of
information when the information is presented ambiguously;
ambiguity of context, different context give to technology
different meaning; ambiguity of relationship, each user has a

2.1 Interactive Technology in Dance Performance
The use of interactive technologies in contemporary dance, on
stage, alongside dancers, already has a long and established
tradition. One relevant example is the work of Mark Coniglio with
MidiDancer (1989), a software that allowed a performer to control
music1. A more recent example is the work of Frieder Weiss with
the system EyeCon (2004), which allows movement to control
several aspects of a performance [36]. Dance artists, researchers
and educators have been extensively exploring interactive digital

1

http://troikaranch.org/artistic-directors/

2

http://motionbank.org/

Figure 2: The setting of the focus group.

3.2 Participants

3.4 Data Analysis

The participants were selected using an open call, disseminated
through mailing lists related to contemporary dance. Ninety-two
dancers applied to the call (73 female, 19 male). Each candidate
was independently evaluated by six members of our team,
according to i) their Curriculum Vitae as dancers, ii) previous
experience with technology in dance and iii) motivation and
expectations regarding the workshop. Finally, the scores were
discussed and moderated. Ten dancers were selected (nine female,
one male, from eight countries) and all of them participated in the
study. We covered travel expenses and paid a fee for each dancer.
Due to the competitive selection, all ten participants had
considerable experience in contemporary dance as performers,
some of them also as choreographers.
In particular, all the participants had previous experience as
professionals dance artists in projects that involved technology. In
most cases, our participants had experience both as dancers and as
choreographers. The type of technology that our participants have
used in previous works rages from VR, 3D modelling, streams of
social media, different types of hardware (including Kinect and
Arduino), and software (Max/MSP, openFrameworks,
Processing). Referring to the different roles the dancers and
choreographers have in the creative process of producing a dance
piece, our participants reflect those scenarios where there is a
choreographer leading the decisions. Referring to the model
proposed by Butterworth, participants reflect mainly case one and
two, where the choreographer is the author creating the piece [10].

The focus group was analysed independently by two researchers
using thematic analysis [9], then these analyses were crosschecked and harmonised. All the transcriptions of the focus group
have been coded, the different codes have been harmonised, and
finally the codes were grouped into themes. The analysis
produced six themes, each with sub themes.

3.3 Data Collection
We recorded audio and video and took hand-written notes during
the focus-group. We transcribed and anonymised the interview
data and refer to participants as P.1-P.10. The transcription has
been controlled by two researchers.

4 RESULTS
In this section, we present the results of the thematic analysis. The
outcome of the analysis of the data consists of six main themes
with several sub themes.

4.1 Theme 1: Audience Characteristics
The first theme concerns the characteristics of the audience. Our
participants consider the audience to be intelligent, but also
unpredictable.
•! Audience is intelligent. The audience is intelligent (P.8) –
participants aim to make a performance for the most
intelligent person in the audience (P.9).
•! Audience is unpredictable. There is uncertainty about the
audience: you really never know who’s sitting in this audience
(P.2), also the audience members may have an unexpected
response (P.7).
•! Audience as a close human. Finally, there is also a level of
closeness with the audience - like creating this human moment
of sharing something common, of human to human (P.8).

4.2 Theme 2: Communicate with the Audience
Related to the characteristics of the audience, several aspects
concerning the communication with the audience emerged. In
general, the artists agree that meaning of the experience should
not be imposed to the audience.
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•! Not impose one specific meaning to the audience. Relying on
the fact that the audience is intelligent, the performance
should not impose one specific and didactic (P.2) or
prescriptive (P.3) perspective, rather create multi-layers of
meaning (P.5) and information (P.9). Dancers aim at not being
didactic and at not controlling the audience, even promoting
provocative strategies such as deliberately causing confusion
(un-focusing P.6). Dancers also do not feel the need to teach
(P.2), but prefer to articulate the performance and balance the
clarity, without overexposing an idea (P.3).
•! Shared experience with the audience. Relying also on the
notion of closeness, our participants aim at creating a sense of
togetherness (P.9) with the audience. The moment of the
performance has been described as a shared intimate (P.9)
experience between artists and audience, together [...] and in
synchrony (P.6) with the audience.
•! Create safe environments for the audience. Our participants
aim to create safe environments (P.5), spaces of intellectual
freedom where the audience can come with their own
knowledge and their own understanding (P.6).
•! Considering the audience during the creation process. In
order to check the clarity of my idea (P.3) some of our
participants invite audience during the rehearsal asking for
feedback. Our participants stressed the need of ensure clear
articulation (P.3) in providing the information to the
audience.

4.3 Theme 3: Technology as Co-Shaper of the
Performance
Technology has specific characteristics, which enables the dancers
to reflect on them during the creative process. In this sense,
technology becomes co-shaper of the creation process: the
technology is always creating some [...] setting and then it
actually become a dramaturgy (P.5).
•! The creative technology. The technology is creative: it’s like
creative dancers, there is also creative technology (P.3). This
creative technology can generate creative ideas (P.2).
Therefore, technology may already have a dramaturgy (P.5).
There is an awareness of the duality in technological
creativity: Is it a dramaturgy in the technology itself or is the
choreographer that tries to use technology as a dramaturgical
tool? (P.1).
•! Movements fostered by the technology. A technological
artifact has an impact on the movements, it imposes physical
limitation (P.3) and proposes new types of technological
gestures (P.2).
•! The problem of excessive focus on technology. The
technology should never be the focus of a performance (P.9).
It should be subtle or invisible (P.9). Technology can
mesmerise and fascinate (P.6) the audience, but it should not
be used in this manner: there is a shared need to express
something with it (P.3).
•! Integration of the technology in the logic of the work. The
technology should be reflected (P.3) and integrated (P.9) in
the logic of the performance.
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•! Hacking. Our participants describe the process of using the
technology as hacking the system (P.3), in a figurative sense:
dancers are not using the technology the way that the
technology designers meant (P.3).

4.4 Theme 4: The Problem of Redundancy of
Information
One of the main problems that our participants identified is that
technology it is often diminishing the layers of meaning in the
performance.
•! Technology is illustrative. Technology is too illustrative, [...]
and too connected to what you are doing with movement
(P.6), for this reason it risks to merely duplicate the body
(P.4).
•! Illustration and meaning. The visual output is too graphic,
it’s diminishing the multi-layered meaning (P.5). and risks to
simply replicate the information (P.6).

4.5 Theme 5: Strategies for Interaction
From an interaction design perspective, some good practices
emerged.
•! Complex mappings. Unclear, divergent, or independent
mappings from input to output technologies could be used to
create counterpoint (P.9) between the dancers and the
technology, avoiding more obvious mappings (P.6).
•! Interaction Loop. Technology could create a complex mirror
that challenges the movement of the body (P.9), a sort of
feedback loop (P.3) that affects the choices of the dancer.

4.6 Theme 6: Strategies for Visuals/Output Adding
Layers
This last theme clusters suggestions related to the output of the
digital artefact.
•! Visualize the structure. Expose the score before (P.9) or
during (P.6) a performance might contribute to adding layers
of meaning as it is a commentary on your own work and it’s
self-reflexive and it’s interesting (P.6).
•! Play with time-related elements. This might include
displaying what things that happened in the past and [...]
resonate [...] in a performance (P.9), or traces and the
resonance of the movement (P.1).
•! Alternative sensorial strategies. Our participants also
suggested to rely on other sensorial channels, such us kinetic
illustration (P.5) and sound that might be used to trigger
sensation (P.10). Moreover, sound is multi-dimensional in
space, and these characteristics makes sound more similar to
movement as compared to visuals (P.5).
•! Capture the Intelligence. Several aspects of the intelligence
of a body could be captured and revealed: e.g. what’s
happening in the brain before the movement (P.6), record the
thinking process of someone doing something incredibly
complex (P.2) and also understand the intelligence of the body
(P.5).
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5 DESIGN GUIDELINES
Our results support us to propose design guidelines for technology
to be used in dance performance. Our design guidelines are
organised around three high-level aspects of interactive
technology for dancers:
1.! Communication with the audience (from Theme 2)
(a)! Technology should not impose one single perspective to
the audience.
(b)! Technology should contribute to create multiple layers of
meaning.
2.! The role of the technology in the creation of the piece
(from Theme 3)
(a)! Technology should provide space for appropriation,
enabling the dancer to give their own use and meaning facilitate customization might be a possible strategy.
(b)! Technology should be easily included in the dramaturgy
of the performance - make it meaningful for the
performance.
3.! Input and output strategies (From Themes 4, 5, and 6)
(a)! Technology should not repeat the information that the
dancer is already giving with their movement (avoid
overly clear mappings) (Theme 4).
(b)! Technology should have a complex input-output mapping,
which might be used to create a loop between technology
and dancers (Theme 5).
(c)! Technology should facilitate adding information
contributing to multiple meanings of the performance
(Theme 6). Examples that emerged in the analyses of
focus group include: (i) showing non visible elements
(either inner elements of the dancers or micromovements),
(ii) shifting the temporal dimension of the performance
(e.g. showing, in time lapses, residuals aspects of
movement), (iii) showing the structure (score) of the
performance.

6 DISCUSSION
Based on the results of the analysis of the focus-group we discuss
the role of technology in contemporary dance performance; we
then discuss modularity and mapping aspects of the guidelines.
Finally, we discuss our finding with the lens of appropriation and
ambiguity in HCI.

6.1 The Role of Technology in Contemporary
Dance Performance
Technology plays a crucial role as co-creator of performances, but
it should not be the focus. A piece of technology already has its
own pre-existing dramaturgy, it imposes specific problems or
limitations to the choreographer, which need to be incorporated in
the ideas and meanings of the performance (Theme 3). In order to
use technology in a meaningful way that is harmonised with the
overall performance, dance artists need to appropriate the
technology and give it a new meaning that is aligned with the
dance piece. A performance should be composed of multiple
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layers of meaning (Theme 2), and technology should contribute to
this multifaceted structure (Theme 4, 5, 6). In Theme 4, it
emerged that our participants have had issues with technology
when it adopts overly clear mappings, since in this case it repeats
the same information of the body, creating an issue of redundancy
of information. This repetition diminishes the layers of meaning
of the performance. Consequently, our participants tend to dislike
this characteristic of the technology, as they aim to create rich and
multi-layered performances.
The need of structuring the meaning of a performance is
connected to the characteristics of the audience. In Theme 1, it
clearly emerged that our participants consider the audience to be
intelligent. For this reason, dancers avoid having one clear
meaning in the performance. On the contrary, our participants aim
to have multi-layered meaning (Theme 2). We argue that
technology should support this approach. Successful strategies for
designing interactive technology for dancers could include either
creating interactive mirror loops or by adding elements to the
performance, for instance i) reveal hidden aspects of the
performer, ii) play with time lapses, or iii) exposing structural
elements of a performance. In general, one-to-one linear inputoutput mapping appears not to be fruitful in the context of dance
performance, as it tends to visualise elements that are already
clear in the movement of the body.

6.2 Modularity and Mapping
To achieve the principle outlined by our guidelines we propose
the adoption of modular strategies in the design of interactive
technology for dance performances. In particular, we propose the
following points to help designers to address the proposed
guidelines: (i) use different elements – building blocks – as output
technology (audio or visual), these different elements should
already provide functionalities that facilitate multiple usages (for
instance different image processing algorithms that can be applied
on the same material); and (ii) provide users with the possibility
of customise mappings between the input and the output
technology (for instance, giving to the choreographers the
possibility to choose how to map input data on given processing
algorithms).
These suggestions can help designers in applying the
guidelines. Firstly, a modular structure composed of different
building blocks can facilitate the choreographers to use
technological artefacts during the process of creation. The
modular structure facilitates different usage of the artefact itself,
as each user can create different combinations of the building
blocks. Therefore, each choreographer can have space to
appropriate it according to their idiosyncratic characteristics.
These possibilities mentioned above can contribute to support
the choreographers to include technology in the overall
dramaturgy logic. Secondly, designing different functionalities for
each output object reflects the guideline of complex input-output
strategies. The combination of modular strategies with different
functionalities and open mappings will help the user
(choreographer or dancer) to employ technology to create multiple
layers of meaning to propose to the audience.
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6.3 Appropriation and Ambiguity in Interaction
Design for Dance Performance
Our participants’ need for reflecting and integrating technology in
the performance reverberates with the design concept of
appropriation. Similarly, the need for adding layers of meaning
and not imposing one single meaning in a performance resonates
in the design concept of ambiguity. In Theme 3, it emerges that
the dancers’ use of interactive technology implies a second
creative process, whose outcome is a performance. During this
process, the dancers need to appropriate the technology [17].
Moreover, the idea of layering the information is also similar to
the idea of designing for appropriation proposed by Dourish:
supporting multiple perspectives on information [19]. In this
sense, there are two faces of appropriation: dancers appropriate
the technology to create multiple layers of meaning in the
performance, and the layers of meaning supports the audience to
appropriate the content of the performance.
Therefore, we argue that an interactive digital artefact
designed for dance performance should take into account these
aspects, and not impose one restricted meaning or use, nor of
meaning. On the contrary, it should support dancers to appropriate
it, to embed it in the performance and contribute to the multiple
layers of meaning. To this end, the artefact should already have
ambiguous characteristics that facilitate the appropriation process,
as advocated in [22], rather than impose one clear usage. In
Theme 4, 5, and partially 6 it emerged that ambiguity can be used
to build the multi-layered meaning of the performance. Therefore,
adding ambiguous elements in the technology (e.g. in the rich and
complex mapping possibilities from input/interaction to
output/display) could enable dance artists to create those multiple
layers of meaning. Based on the discussion above, we highlight
two different types of ambiguity that facilitate appropriation:
•! Ambiguity of use of the artifact, that facilitate the
choreographer to appropriate the technology and use it in the
process of creating the performance integrating it in the
creative process.
•! Ambiguity of mapping and meaning of the artifact, that
facilitate the audience to appropriate the meaning of the
performance.

7 CONCLUSION AND FUTURE WORK
Compared to other studies that focus on input, output, or mapping
strategies in dance (e.g. [11, 21, 36]), this paper extends those
studies by providing designers with a higher-level view of the role
of technology in the dance performance context. We advocate that
our guidelines can assist in the definition of choices and
specifications for interaction design in dance. Methodologically,
compared to other related studies [2, 25, 31], we adopted a UCD
approach from an earlier stage, before any initial conceptual
design. Thanks to this fact, our contribution addresses the role of
technologies from a systemic level in the general context of a
dance performance. Future works will include developing
interactive prototypes based on the guidelines and evaluate them
with dancers.
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To conclude, in this paper we presented a focus group study on
the role of interactive technology in dance performance. The
participants were ten dancers with a background in dance
performance with technology. The results of the focus group
allowed us to frame the role of technology in dance, discuss how
this contributes to the communication to the audience, analyse
appropriation and ambiguity in this context, and propose design
guidelines.
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